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By Gregory McElroy
A C T I V I T I E S  R E P O R T E R
An expert on the President John F. Kennedy assas-
sination said there are “so many conspiracies out
there.”
Approximately 90 people were in attendance
Wednesday evening for the University Board’s lec-
ture of the JFK assassination expert, John Gordon.  
“There are conspiracies that the Russians did it,
that Castro did it, that Queen Elizabeth did it,” Gordon
said. “But the most important piece of evidence in this
issue are the doctors in the hospital. What they’ve
seen and what they’ve recorded is the most important
piece of evidence in this case.” 
The event was held in the Grand Ballroom of the
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.  
The highlights from Gordon’s lecture were: 
The main conspiracies behind the assassination
 The many theories about where in the body
Kennedy was hit
 If there was a second gunman on the grassy knoll 
 Who was the “umbrella man” and what was his
purpose at the scene? 
Gordon said many autopsy pictures were taken of
the body areas where Kennedy was hit, but none of
the photos shown on his slides resembled the others
when it came to the exact bullet wounds.  
So, it is uncertain which photo is correct, he said. 
“Tell the truth
and don’t be afraid.”
V O L U M E  8 7 , N U M B E R  2 9
T H E D A I LY E A S T E R N N E W S . C O M
October 2, 2003    THURSDAY
Panthers take down
SEMO in four games
Junior outside hitter Erica Gerth picks up her
1,000th career kill.
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By Dan Valenziano
A C T I V I T I E S  E D I T O R
Students stood in a line stretching from
the University Ticket Office to the Grand
Ballroom in the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union on the first day of O.A.R.
ticket sales.
Joe Atamian, University Board concerts
coordinator, said about 1,300 tickets were
sold on Saturday.
“I was there (Saturday),” Atamian said.
“The line was all the way down to the
Grand Ballroom. Floor seats sold out on the
first day,”
“Most of the people who are die-hard
fans showed up the first day.”
Casey Dulny, a junior family and con-
sumer sciences major, stood in line to pur-
chase tickets Saturday.
“I got there at 12:20 (p.m.),” Dulny said.
“The line was really long, but I saw a
friend and I cut in front of her near the
bank.
“People didn’t seem to like standing in
the line. They looked really tired and some
of them were in party clothes from the
night before.
“They looked like a bunch of zombies,”
Dulny said.
Atamian was hopeful the concert would
sell out.
“I was really happy with the turnout.”
Atamian said as of Tuesday, about 1,490
of the 2,927 available tickets for the O.A.R.
show have been sold.
“They haven’t gone on sale to the gener-
al public yet,” Atamian said.
Tickets went on sale to Eastern students
at noon on Saturday. Tickets will go on sale
to the public at 10 a.m. on Monday.
Atamian said the UB had placed ads in
other student newspapers at the
University of Illinois at Champaign,
Southern Illinois University in Carbondale
and Illinois State University at
Bloomington.
“The ads could be running as soon as this
week,” Atamian said.
O.A.R. tickets are not the only ones sell-
ing well.
Atamian said 5,200 tickets have sold for
the two Wayne Brady shows on Oct. 11.
“I think the 6:30 (p.m. show) is a little
ahead but it’s pretty even,” Atamian said.
S U B M I T T E D  P H O T O
Floor tickets for the Nov. 2, O.A.R. show sold out on the first day.
O.A.R. floor seats sell out
By Dan Renick
S TA F F  W R I T E R
Some faculty members said they
were left out of the process to choose
Eastern’s new president, adding
there could be consequences.
The Board of Trustees voted 6-1 to
offer interim President Lou
Hencken an opportunity to stay in
the presidency. The board now has to
vote on it at its November meeting.
“This is scan-
dalous,” said
English profes-
sor John Allison.
“Evidently the
board doesn’t
value equal
opportunity pro-
cedures, aca-
demic creden-
tials or respect the principles of
shared governance.
“To call this postponed is ridicu-
lous.”
There will likely be reaction from
the faculty by civil disobedience or
walkouts, senate member Luis Clay-
Mendez said. The faculty also might
protest to Gov. Rod Blagojevich, said
political science professor Dave
Carwell.
The Presidential Search
Committee met just last week to dis-
cuss advertising for the presidency.
An unsuccessful search had been
held fall 2001 to April 2002.
Not all the blame should be put on
the BOT, Fischer said.
“The Faculty and BOT are both to
blame,” Fischer said at Tuesday’s
Faculty Senate meeting. “The BOT
should have polled the constituency
and the faculty didn’t care enough.
Both sides of the coin failed.”
The faculty members were disap-
pointed, not because of the person
chosen for the position, but the
process used, said David Carpenter,
English professor and  Faculty
Senate chair.
Much of the faculty felt its voice
was not heard and the final decision
by the BOT Tuesday reflected that,
said Bud Fischer, biology professor
and Faculty Senate member. 
The senate voted 12-3 to urge the
BOT to continue the presidential
search Tuesday, an action overruled
by the board’s decision.
Some senate members said they
didn’t know the BOT was consider-
ing stopping the search until the day
the decision was made. Senate mem-
bers felt they didn’t have enough
time to speak with their con-
stituents.
In cases of control or influence,
the board will turn to institutional
shared governance under BOT regu-
lations of choosing administration.
Institutional shared governance is
open communication between facul-
ty and administration, according to
Eastern’s Web site.
“Shared governance is a means of
arriving at decisions with consulta-
tion involving the faculty,” Allison
said.
“The culture of our campus is to
have an open frank dialogue in mat-
ters that affect the university,”
Fischer said. “We weren’t given an
opportunity to speak.”
 University Board sells nearly
1,300 tickets in first day
A portion 
of faculty
feels left out 
 Some faculty members
feel out of the loop 
in president decision
“Evidently the board
doesn’t value equal
opportunity proce-
dures ...”
—John Allison
D A I LY  E A S T E R N  N E W S  P H O T O  B Y  S T E P H E N  H A A S
John Gordon, a professor from Indiana University, shows the exact point where a bullet came out of President
Kennedy’s neck after being shot while a video clip of the assassination plays in the background Wednesday
night in the Grand Ballroom of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
They’re out there
More inside
 Bill
Davidson
explains his
vote 
Page 7
 JFK speaker alerts crowd of possible
conspiracies on assassination
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By Jessica Youngs
S T A F F  W R I T E R
Low self-esteem is an issue many col-
lege students have trouble dealing with.
Eastern’s Counseling Center tackled
this topic Wednesday night with a
Lifeskills workshop titled “Feeling Good
About Myself.”
Counselor Cara Pschirrer presented
this interactive workshop to 23 students
in attendance.
“(Self-esteem) is an area we all strug-
gle with,” Pschirrer said.
Everyone was invited to take a self-
esteem test asking students to evaluate
statements such as “I accept myself as I
am, and am happy with myself.”
The test helped students realize how
much self-esteem they have and what
they need to work on.
“The test helped me realize I had lower
self-esteem than I thought, but (it also)
helped me to learn ways I can improve
(my self-esteem),” said Christina Conte, a
speech pathology major.
The test lead into a discussion of how
low self-esteem can negatively affect a
person.
“Low self-esteem can lead you to feel
depressed, hopeless, lonely and isolated,”
Pschirrer said.
“Over time, these feelings can greatly
hurt the overall quality of life.”
How a person feels about their
achievements, strengths, weaknesses
and social  status can affect self-esteem.
Pschirrer said she often sees patients
who actively maintain their low self-
esteem by comparing themselves to oth-
ers, talking negatively to themselves,
internalizing all negative feedback from
others as correct, replaying past failures,
seeking approval from others and never
looking at their good qualities.
Pschirrer provided students with a
way to combat these negative thoughts.
She calls it “thought-stopping.”
“To thought-stop, a person should tell
themselves ‘Stop!’ when they think a neg-
ative thought about themselves and
replace this thought with a little bit more
positive one,” she said.
Pschirrer discussed ways to improve
self-esteem.
“Positive energy is contagious, so is
negative energy. Surround yourself with
positive supportive people,” Pschirrer
said.
She encouraged students to take 30
minutes for themselves each day.  
“This will make you feel less over-
whelmed with only thinking of others,”
she said.
Pschirrer said the workshops are
based on common problems counselors
see students dealing with.
“Self-esteem is one of the more preva-
lent issues because many other disorders
stem from low self-esteem and self-
image,” Pschirrer said.
She reminded students that “some-
times counseling is needed to work
through the damage.”  
She encouraged students who have a
low self-esteem to come to the new
Student Services Building for a free and
confidential personal counseling session.
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By Lea Erwin
S T A F F  W R I T E R
Eastern residence halls might become smoke free
in the near future.
The Residence Hall Association will be discussing
the idea of making all residence halls non-smoking in
the next few years at its meeting at 5 p.m. Thursday in
the basement of Andrews Hall.
“Last year, we changed some floors from smoking
to non-smoking. These floors include; Taylor,
Stevenson and Douglas,” says Mariah Martin-Dooling,
RHA secretary.
“We are actually one of three state universities in
Illinois that allow smoking in the Residence halls.
Besides Eastern, the University of Chicago and
Southern Illinois University at Carbondale allow
smoking. (Although) by next year SIUC will be smoke
free,” Martin-Dooling said.
There are currently 22 smoking floors on campus,
with two floors in Andrews, two male and three
female floors in Carmen, one floor in Douglas, one
floor in Lincoln, one male floor and one female floor in
McKinney, two floors in Taylor, all four floors in
Thomas’ north tower, one male’s and one female’s
floor in Weller and three floors in Stevenson, said
Nachel Glynn, RHA President.
“Smoking in the Residence halls is a loop-hole in the
open flame policy because we are not allowed to have
candles, incense, anything with an open flame or
flammable materials and cigarettes are necessarily
flammable and open flame lighters are as well,” said
RHA member Adam Corelli. 
“This will be presented at Thursday’s meeting and
we are looking for changes to take place in the fall
2004 school year. However, this is a gradual process, if
it is approved,”  Glynn said.
RHA also will discuss if the residence halls want to
donate money to help bring Greg Baird to Eastern to
speak during the month of October for gay and lesbian
awareness month (exact date is to be announced).
“He is a motivational and comical speaker about
issues surrounding homosexuality and coming out,”
Martin-Dooling said. 
Baird’s program is called “Coming out with Courage
and Humor.” He tells the story of how he grew up in a
small mid-western town and how he struggled to over-
come negative stereotypes with himself, family and
society. He is a playwright, director, actor and has co-
hosted his own television show in Northern Michigan
called, “ARTiculation.”
By Carly Mullady
C I T Y  E D I T O R
The Charleston City Council approved bids for a
new, unique water treatment plant Tuesday.
“We want to make the best water in the state of
Illinois and we think we can do that,” Mayor Dan
Cougill said.
The water treatment plant plans include utiliza-
tion of ozone, which will require a one year pilot
test for the Illinois Environmental Protection
Agency.
Mitsubishi Electric Power Products,
Incorporated will be contributing to the ozone por-
tion of the plant following Tuesday’s council
approval.
“The agreement with Mitsubishi was approved,”
Cougill said. “Mitsubishi agrees to hold equipment
and the equipment costs if the year-long pilot test is
successful.”
The council accepted the $9.071 million bid from
River City Construction, L.L.C. of Benton, with the
understanding that certain parts of the construc-
tion plans could be altered and eliminated to lessen
costs. 
“We told staff that we were accepting bids, but
they needed to work with designers and construc-
tion and reduce bid by $300,00 to make the con-
struction bid $8.77 million,” Cougill said.
The city also saved a considerable amount of
money by accepting bond bids from Harris Bank
and Trust of Chicago.
“We received a considerably good interest rate
on the bonds,” Cougill said. “We anticipated above
four percent and it came in at 3.7 percent, which is
a significant savings.”
Bond sales came in as significantly less than
expected. 
“We anticipated the company that sold the bonds
would charge 64,000 and it cost us 4,000,” Cougill
said.
Harris Band and Trust was the lowest bidder by
far, with many other bids in the $40,000 to $50,000
range.
Construction of the water treatment plant was
projected at $9.3 million in general obligation water
works and sewage bonds, which are considered
alternate revenue sources.
City editor Carly Mullady can be reached at
LoisLayne83@aol.com.
Residence halls could
say no to smoking floors
 RHA to discuss eliminating smoking
floors within a few years
Charleston 
to make water
improvement
 Mitsubishi Electric Power Products
Incorporation gets bid approval for
water treatment plant
D A I LY  E A S T E R N  N E W S  P H O T O  B Y  B R A N D Y  H E A D L E Y
Cara Pschirrer, of the Counseling Center, talks to students about self-esteem during the
“Feeling good about me” workshop Wednesday evening in the Effingham room of the
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
Counselors stress esteem
By Dan Valenziano
A C T I V I T I E S  E D I T O R
The Sexual Assault Counseling
and Information Service’s 14th
Annual Take Back the Night march
is scheduled for Thursday.
The event, which officially
begins at 7 p.m. at the campus pond
pavilion, is a candlelight march
through campus to promote the
safety of women, children and men,
said Misti Farler, director of adult
education/volunteer coordinator
for the Sexual Assault Counseling
and Information Services.
“It’s for victims and their fami-
lies, women concerned with their
well-being, anyone interested in
women’s issues and anyone inter-
ested in the issue of sexual assault
or abuse,” she said.
An hour before the march
begins, the student band “Fad
Proof” will perform at the pavilion. 
Bonnie Buckley, Sexual Assault
Counseling and Information
Services executive director, has
been with the organization since
the event’s beginning.
“It’s kind of a laid back, mellow
march,” she said. 
“We like it because it’s open to
anybody who wants to come.
Sometimes our clients come and
they find it to be a very empower-
ing thing to participate in.”
Although Sexual Assault
Counseling Information Services
mainly focuses on sexual assault
and abuse cases, Buckley said the
purpose of the march is to show
opposition to violence of any kind. 
“It shows that everyone has a
right to be safe,” she said. “We real-
ly want it to be an issue around
safety for all kinds of people.”
After the march, Buckley said
there will be a campfire near the
campus pond where attendees usu-
ally speak about their experiences
and often read poetry.
Buckley said the attendance for
the event has varied throughout the
years.
“Sometimes we get hundreds of
people and sometimes we get 50,”
she said.
The march is co-sponsored by
Sexual Assault Counseling and
Information Services, Eastern’s
women’s studies program,
Pemberton Hall, the health studies
department, the wrestling team,
Army Reserve Officers Training
Corps, Zeta Phi Beta and Delta
Sigma Theta.
For more information about the
event, contact Sexual Assault
Counseling and Information
Services at 348-5033.
Activities Editor Dan Valenziano can be
reached at cudwv@eiu.edu.
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Alpha Phi Proudly Introduces Its’ Newest
Members:
Amanda Abbatte
Maureen Beske
Rachel Britnell
Jennifer Campbell
Maggie Carlson
Lauren Carmichael
Amy Cook
Jacqueline Corres
Amy Felt
Jessica Flynn
Jessica Gerfen
Kathleen Gardiner
Kathie Hamilton 
Jennifer Harris
Camilla Jenkins
Jenna Kasik 
Lisa Keller
Katey Korhonen
Kathy Kretch 
Stacy Lingenfelter
LB Litwiller
Megan Lowe 
Sarah Makris
Casey Martin 
Jill McGuire
Melody McKinney 
Erin Murray
Lauren Noga 
Beth Potts
Mary Richards
Alexandra Romano
Alyson Simek
Laureen Spies
Alison Stephans
Deanna Stephens
Kathleen Tindall
Carlie Tius
Ashley Wallace
Lauren Wood 
Beta Iota
Coming Thursday: Girls win the Regonal
Competition to be a maxim Girl
Guys register to be a judge
Country Night
Wednesday
$200 Jack Daniels Mixers
$325 32oz Miller Lite Chugs
By Nicole DeToye
S T A F F  W R I T E R
Students dining in the Thomas
Dining Center have noticed a
positive change in its menu this
year.  
The change is because of a
switch in the brand of pizza
Thomas serves.
Students’ comments of disap-
proval regarding the previous
brand of pizza spurred the
change, said Mark Hudson,
director of housing and dining.
“Students didn’t dislike the
other pizza, but the students
wanted a higher quality of pizza,”
he said.
To help satisfy students, a
taste test offering different
brands of pizza was held late last
spring, Hudson said. The Dining
Center’s prime vendor, U.S.
Foods, supplied the different
brands of pizza and  many other
products for students to test.
“This is an on-going process,”
Hudson commented. “We’re
always taste-testing new foods
and new products are always
available to try.”
When asked about the feed-
back from students, Hudson said,
“We’ve had positive feedback
and people are more satisfied.”
Devin Bucke, a junior pre-
medicine major has found her-
self eating in Thomas Hall more
often this year.  
“I didn’t really like (the pizza
in Thomas) that much last year,
but I like it better this year,” she
said. “I eat in Thomas more
often, especially for the late-
night pizza.”
Many students have not
noticed a change. 
“I didn’t even know they
changed the pizza,” said Jessica
Huber, a sophomore hospitality
major. “I ate the pizza in Thomas
this year and last year, and I
can’t tell a difference.”
Not all students approve of the
new pizza. Katie Krystof, a
freshman special education
major, said she misses the pizza
at home.
“I miss Chicago’s pizza, espe-
cially Home Run Inn.” she said.
“The pizza around here is not
nearly as good.
“I’ve tried the pizza in Thomas,
but I won’t eat it again. If I have
to eat pizza on campus, I’ll go to
Connie’s Pizza in the Union, or
just order it.”
Pizza is not the only food in
which the dining centers have
offered different options.
“Sometimes we hold food
shows in the dining centers
where students can try different
foods and rate them,” Hudson
said. “We like getting students
involved.” 
D A I LY  E A S T E R N  N E W S  P H O T O  B Y  S T E P H E N  H A A S
Eastern students participate in the “Take Back the Night” march on Oct. 3, 2002 to raise awareness of sexual violence against women. Tonight’s march is
planned to start at 7 p.m. at the Campus Pond.
Take Back the Night March to trek through campus
D A I LY  E A S T E R N  N E W S  P H O T O  B Y  B R A N D Y  H E A D L E Y
Amber Montague, a senior business and marketing major, serves Late-Night Pizza to Beth Ruholl, a junior music
education major, Wednesday night at Thomas Dining Center.
Thomas: Got Pizza?
 Residence Hall Dining Center receives positive 
feedback about brand change
I am writing this letter in
response to Ben Erwin's
opinion column "Smacking
down voter registration"
that appeared in the
September 25 edition of The
Daily Eastern News. 
I would like to start off by
saying that I do agree with
what Erwin said about
Wrestling and Rap stars not
being the best role models
for children.
Yes, most wrestling is
fake and does nothing but
instill violence in young
viewers. Rap also does
similar things and also gives
people a stereotype to fol-
low for African-American
males. However, the fact
that these stars are attempt-
ing to get young Americans
interested in voting is
respectable.
The American population
between the ages of 18 and
24 show little to no interest
in politics and voting. 
It is important for this
age group to learn about the
government of this country
early because they will be
the population that later
elects leaders.
Perhaps this particular
age group will show little
response to this voting pro-
gram, but if the younger
generation of high school
and middle school students
could see that it is intelli-
gent and "cool" to vote, they
will not hesitate to register
and vote when they legally
can do so. 
While the stars may not
be the most respectable peo-
ple in their chosen careers,
at least they're attempting
to do something that is. 
Kristi Redfield
freshman journalism major
Each student paid twice as much for this cam-
pus frill as he or she did to bring concerts like
O.A.R., Counting Crows and Everclear to Lantz
Arena. It costs more than $60 to run for an hour.
It is the Panther Express, and it is a colossal
waste of mismanaged money and time.
In the month since classes began, the Shuttle
Bus Committee, part of the Student Senate, has
yet to recruit even enough members to vote with
a quorum. According to Senate bylaws, the com-
mittee is to be made up
of two Senate members,
one administrator, one
member of the faculty,
one member of the
Charleston community,
one representative of the
company contracted–H
& H Transportation–and
four students who aren’t
members of Student Senate.
So far, two Senate members besides chair
Adam Howell make up the committee, along with
Shirley Stewart, acting vice president for student
affairs.
The committee also doesn’t plan to have a
schedule ready until Oct. 16. Until then, the cam-
pus is to refer to the old schedule. The only place
it is available is on the Student Senate Web site,
and that copy makes absolutely no sense unless
the Shuttle Bus actually stops by Thomas Hall
every 10 minutes.
The fact is that a committee of 10 people, once
they actually appoint that many, shouldn’t be in
charge of more than $200,000 of student fees, par-
ticularly since the chair’s term lasts only one
semester. 
That system has given us two buses: one that
circles a campus barely four blocks long and one
that travels to more far-flung parts of town. On
campuses like the University of Illinois in
Urbana-Champaign or the University of Iowa in
Iowa City (which, unlike Eastern, uses student
bus drivers) a bus system helps students navigate
large, expansive campuses. That need does not
exist at Eastern.
A bus doesn’t need to swing by Carman Hall
every 20 minutes. Carman to Old Main, the north-
most academic building, may take 15 to 20 min-
utes, tops. That’s not long enough to necessitate
$100,000 a year in door-to-door service.
What Eastern does need is a way for students
without cars to get their groceries, to jobs and
entertainment. What the Shuttle Bus Committee
needs is a total overhaul, or at least better adher-
ence to its own bylaws.
People tell you, especially
when you’re a kid, to break out
of your comfort zone. 
Your parents tell you to try
new things, your teachers
encourage uniqueness and
everyone else just tells you to
try to make a difference.
Looking at my life now, I
never followed most of their
advice. I’m stuck in a bubble of
classes and alcohol, finding it
simpler to slip into a pattern of
seeing the world as only
Charleston and my own prob-
lems.
I never thought much about
changing that until this year, but
a life of never looking past my
own schedule got to me.
I read an article in the
September/October issue of
Mother Jones that showed me I
should have changed how I see
things a long time ago.
The magazine told the tragic
story of Rachel Corrie, a pro-
Palestinian activist from the
United States, who fought a bat-
tle in Egypt that really wasn’t
her problem. 
In March, Corrie, then 23, was
plowed under a bulldozer in the
Gaza Strip. She had joined the
International Solidarity
Movement, helping Palestinians
resist Israeli occupation. The
crushing machine was headed
for one of her friend’s homes.
The article questions whether
she’s a martyr or simply an idiot
for leaving the United States and
going up against an Israeli bull-
dozer, citing some Americans
were skeptical of her motiva-
tions following her death.
“If Corrie thought that a
white, American, female college
student putting her life on the
line could somehow change
hearts and minds, she would, in
death, be a little more than a
news blip ...” the article said.
Some witnesses of Corrie’s
death said she just lost her foot-
ing in front of the bulldozer.
Palestinians called her a martyr. 
Something, or maybe a lot of
things, encouraged Corrie to
leave her bubble, travel to a dif-
ferent country for a cause she
believed in and even lead
demonstrations against the cur-
rent U.S. administration.
Mother Jones implies Corrie’s
idea to join the movement
spurred from attending
Evergreen State College in
Washington, known for its “left-
wing orientation.”
However, Palestinian families
that knew her said they will
remember Corrie for her gen-
erosity, humor and bravery.
Corrie died, but she is on one
extreme of living outside her
comfort zone. She stepped into
a conflict she could have easily
only read about in her home-
town newspaper.
The Palestinian families could
have just as easily been
describing any student on
Eastern’s campus who ever did
something for someone else. 
A student’s generosity in
donating to a church project, a
volunteer’s humor in making
the local soup kitchen crowd
laugh and someone’s bravery
for standing up for something
that isn’t their problem, all
reflect Corrie’s actions in some
sense.
According to Mother Jones,
Corrie was too easily forgotten,
even though there are still efforts
to push for a U.S. Congressional
investigation into her death.
“And Corrie herself has faded
into obscurity, a subject of debate
in Internet chat rooms and prac-
tically nowhere else ... no matter
what one thinks of Corrie, her
death should have prompted
more of a conversation.”
I don’t really talk about
Corrie with my friends, but I do
take her life as an example to
reach out, even though I don’t
completely believe in her cause.
Volunteer; besides Teen
Reach, there’s several organiza-
tions in the area that need help.
Read the news more and see
what other places besides col-
lege towns are up to.
Magazines might not write
about you, but you would have
stepped outside a bubble of sim-
ple self-interest. When you only
have to worry about yourself, the
world is simpler, but do you
make a difference? 
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John Chambers
News editor and
semi-monthly
columnist
for The Daily
Eastern News
Chambers also is
a senior 
journalism major 
He can be reached at 
jcchambers@hotmail.com
Stepping outside your bubble
O P I N I O N
E D I T O R I A L
Celebrities can make difference in voting
Y O U R  T U R N :  L E T T E R S  T O  T H E  E D I T O R
“Volunteer; besides
Teen Reach, there’s 
several organizations in
the area that need help.
Read the news more
and see what other
places besides college
towns are up to.”
Editorial board
Jamie Fetty, Editor in chief
Avian Carrasquillo, Managing editor
John Chambers, News editor
Matt Meinheit, Associate news editor
Ben Erwin, Editorial page editor
Matt Williams, Sports editor
jfeasternnews@hotmail.com
The editorial is the majority opinion of the 
Daily Eastern News editorial board.
At issue
The Shuttle Bus
Committee’s inability
to govern itself.
Our stance
The committee is not
only poorly 
managed, but should
not be in charge of
$200,000 as well.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR: The Daily Eastern News accepts letters to the editor
addressing local, state, national and international issues. They should be less than 250
words and include the authors’ name, telephone number and address. Students should
indicate their year in school and major. Faculty, administration and staff should indicate
their position and department. Letters whose authors cannot be verified will not be
printed. Depending on space constraints, we may edit letters, so keep it concise.
Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern News at 1811 Buzzard Hall, Charleston IL
61920; faxed to 217-581-2923; or e-mailed to jfeasternnews@hotmail.com
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By Brittany Robson
S T A F F  W R I T E R
Around 100 students and faculty
members came to artist Alex
Brown’s presentation of his works
Wednesday night.
For Brown, becomin an artist
was never a question for him grow-
ing up.
“I was always encouraged to be
an artist, there were no other
options,” he said. 
Brown said his grandfather was
an aeronautical engineer and he
would admire his grandfather’s
drawings.
The presentation was hosted by
Tarble Arts Center and the Illinois
Art Council.
“Any new art ideas and paintings
are worth going to see,” said soph-
omore art major Jackie Haskins.
Brown showed a slide show of
his paintings from 1996 to 2002.
There were two different phases of
Brown’s paintings. 
The first were images taken
from anything ranging from album
covers to travel brochures.
Brown uses circles or squares
all over those images to create a
distorted effect. The images look
like a digital picture blown up too
big to where you could see all the
pixels. The difference is Brown
paints the illusion of the pixels.   
Brown describes his paintings as
dramatic provocative portraiture.
He uses a variety of dark natural
colors, many browns, grays and
beiges. 
Brown’s images range from
Russian mail-order brides to a pic-
ture from a pornographic maga-
zine in the 1960s.
The second phase of Brown’s
paintings was strictly oil based. He
did everything free hand with his
brush. 
Some viewers would need to
look at the image for a while before
understanding what the painting
was really about. In almost all of
Brown’s paintings there is an
underlaying image.
“Instead of just looking at the
images in his paintings, Brown
wants the viewer to look for the
images in his paintings,” stated
Michael Watts, Tarble Arts Center
director.     
Sophomore art major Angie Otto
really appreciated the patience it
took for Brown to take the time to
paint his images. 
“It’s good to be in the mix and
networking with people at school,
but it is also good to be out in the
world and see what’s happening,”
said Brown when asked whether
he thought students learn more in
school or by actually going out and
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Live Music from 6-7pm with Fadproof
T A K E  B A C K  T H E  N I G H T  M A R C H
Thursday, October 2nd, 2003
at 7:00 p.m.
EIU Campus Pond Pavilion
A candlelight march to promote safety.
Campus and Community Members Invited
March, Campfire, Music, Poetry
(Ad paid for by Sexual Assault Counseling and Information Service)
CoSponsored By : EIU Womens Study, PembertonHall, Health
Studies Department, EIU Wrestling Team, Army ROTC, Zet a Phi
Beta, Delta Sigma Theta, and Adult Fitness Program
By Kevin Sampier
S T U D E N T  G O V E R N M E N T  E D I T O R
Blair Lord, vice president for academic
affairs, explained to the Student Senate
Wednesday the reasons behind the proposed
change in the summer school schedule. 
Lord spoke at the meeting to receive stu-
dent feedback on the proposed schedule
which would replace a four-week interses-
sion and a pair of consecutive four-week ses-
sions with a four-week intersession and one
six-week session. 
Lord said the change would give students
in summer courses better flexibility. 
The course schedules for summer classes,
and some regular semester classes, may be
available exclusively online, Lord said. 
“We’re moving to increasing an online web
base,” Lord said. “We’re always looking for
ways to eliminate spending on things we
don’t need,” he said. 
“We do anticipate some time to move to an
all electronic format schedule. We are talking
about that now,” Lord said, because the print-
ing cost of schedules is currently $35,000
each year.
The Student Senate also voted to postpone
the approval of two groups seeking
Registered Student Organization status.
Representatives from the African Student
Union and Coles County for Peace and
Justice were not at the meeting and were
temporarily denied approval, although it is
not required a group attends the meeting,
said senate member George Lesica.  
External Relations Chair, Kyle Donash,
removed the approval of the groups to “wait
to hear what their all about,” he said. 
“The reason they’re not here tonight is that
I had a very hard time getting a hold of them
and I had a hard time understanding the mes-
sage on their answering machine,” said
Student Relations Committee chair, Ryan
Berger about the African Student Union.  
“Most students don’t come to talk to us and
their not required to talk to us,” Lesica said. 
Four other groups, that sent representa-
tives, were approved to become RSOs. The
groups include the Forensics Team, the Role
Players Guild, a dance group called Jolie and
a drama club called Legacy of Lies.  
Berger was the only person at the meeting
to represent the Forensics team. 
At the end of the meeting the new RSOs
were thanked by Senate Speaker, Mike Walsh
and applauded by senate members for show-
ing up to the meeting.  
“To the new RSOs, thanks for staying
around through the whole meeting,” Walsh
said.  “It shows you are determined.”
“We’re always looking for
ways to eliminate spending
on things we don’t need.”
—Blair Lord
D A I LY  E A S T E R N  N E W S  P H O T O  B Y  S T E P H E N  H A A S
Painter Alex Brown talks to students and faculty members about his artwork Wednesday night in the Coleman Hall Auditorium.
Lord discusses summer class changes with senate
S T U D E N T  S E N A T E
Artist wants viewers to look for image
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a Bit South?
Business Heading 
Advertise in the DEN 581-2816
Adve
rtise
in th
e
DEN
Once
 per
day
581-
2816
We’ve got the 
prescription for a 
successful
business...
Advertise In The Den
Business 
a little 
sour?
call 581-2816
THURSDAY NIGHT
$2.00 Bacardi & All Bacardi Flavors
IBP Club Members Receive
20% Off everything in the House!!
FRIDAY NIGHT
IBP Club Members Receive Double Discount!!
DOUBLE DOWN NIGHT  I
Octoberfest
5th Annual
in the heart of downtown Charleston
MARIANNE’S RESTAURANT
featuring authentic German foods, music, 
outside seating, and good times
BOOK SALES BY LINCOLN BOOKSTORE OCTOBERFEST BEER AT MAC’S UPTOWNER
Pretzel Give-a-ways!
Saturday Oct. 4th 10 a.m. - 10 p.m.
By John Hohenadel
A D M I N I S T R A T I O N  R E P O R T E R
Students considering taking sum-
mer classes this year might have to
change their schedule.
Journalism professor James
Tidwell said the Council on
Academic Affairs will continue to
discuss possible changes to the
schedule for summer classes at its
meeting at 2 p.m. in conference
room 4440 in Booth Library. 
The council discussed changing
the summer class schedule at its
previous meeting last Thursday.
“We decided not to take any action
until we talked to other councils on
campus,” Tidwell said.
A few points brought up in discus-
sion about the summer schedule are
lack of time for university improve-
ments and lack of class credits.
Currently, two four-week sessions
and one eight-week session is
offered during the summer. Some
have suggested shortening the
eight-week session to a six weeks,
thus giving teachers and students
time to recuperate from summer
classes.  
“I want this thing to get bigger,”
said Blair Lord, vice president of
academic affairs, at the Sept. 23
Faculty Senate meeting. 
“The main driving point with the
summer schedule is the need for a
longer downtime between spring
semester and summer classes,”
Tidwell said. 
The council also will touch on the
makeup of the Honors Advisory
Committee. 
“Provost Blair Lord brought it in
to us for input some time ago,”
Tidwell said. “We tabled it until we
got additional information from the
dean of Honors College, Herb
Lackey.”
After Laskey’s report, the council
felt it had enough information on the
issue to put it back on the agenda
and discuss it.
Laskey’s report to the Faculty
Senate on Sept. 9 included total num-
ber of students enrolled in
University Honors College, 573, and
departmental honors, 92. Lackey
also mentioned that the group of
freshmen in the honors program is
the smallest in the last five years.
The Honors College also had to cut
scholarships because of lack of
resources, Lackey said. 
By Brian O’Malley
S T U D E N T  G O V E R N M E N T  R E P O R T E R
The University Democrats at
Eastern are working to solve
problems throughout campus
and the community by getting
students more involved with
community issues. 
The Recognized Student
Organization wants to do it by
starting a voter registration com-
mittee. 
Keith Taylor and Mike Woods,
both senior political science
majors, brought back the organi-
zation this semester to improve
the current campus and commu-
nity situation.
“We want students to get
involved more than they’ve ever
gotten involved before,” Taylor
said.
The purpose of the University
Democrats is to work on com-
mon issues everyone can agree
on so all kinds of people will ben-
efit, Taylor said.  
“We want people to see the
wrongs in society and fix them,”
Taylor said.
Taylor said his idol is the late
Minnesota senator Paul
Wellstone. Wellstone’s children
put together a state-wide cam-
paign training program called
Wellstone-action and Taylor
would like the program to come
to Eastern.
“We’re working on injecting
new life into this area,” Taylor
said.
The University Democrats are
working with the student govern-
ment to start a voter registration
committee. Student Executive
Vice President Bill Davidson
said he and Taylor will be co-
chairs of the committee and will
work hard on getting fellow stu-
dents to vote.
“The University Democrats
are really pumped up about it as
an organization,” Davidson said.
“I’m looking forward to working
with them.”
Taylor said the voter registra-
tion committee was made to get
all students to vote, which he said
was not going to happen, but it’s
better to aim high.
“You have to shoot for the
stars,” Taylor said. “Voters all
have something to gain.”
The University Democrats
will work hard to get more stu-
dents to vote.
“We will bust our tails to make
sure it’s organized,” Taylor said.
Woods said the University
Democrats were a little bit
active last year, but he and
Taylor want this to be perma-
nent.
“The group is revamping this
year,” Woods said.  “This is going
to be here to stay.”
The University Democrats
will work hard to increase the
voter turnout  and spread the
word around campus.
“We have the ability to do it,”
Woods said.
Taylor said he likes to para-
phrase a quote from Gandhi
expressing the plans of the
University Democrats.
“You must be the change that
you wish to see,” Taylor said.
The University Democrats
will meet at 5 p.m. Oct. 8 in room
2140 at Coleman Hall.
RSO to foster voter registration Summer schedule may change
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N O N  S E Q U I T U R B Y  W I L E Y  M I L L E R
B O O N D O C K S B Y  A A R O N  M C G R U D E R
By Tim Martin
A D M I N I S T R A T I O N  E D I T O R
The only Board of Trustees voter
who decided against offering inter-
im President Lou Hencken a two-
year contract extension Tuesday
was a student.
The student BOT representa-
tive, Bill Davidson, said he made
the decision for the same reason he
had been granted representation
on the board — shared governance.
Davidson said shared gover-
nance is “really involving and
using, when applicable, all parties
concerned opin-
ions on matters
that influence
the university.”
By a 6-1 vote
Tuesday, the
board decided
to offer
Hencken a con-
tract dropping
the interim title
and anoint him
Eastern’s ninth full-time president.
The final decision will be made at
the Nov. 7 board meeting.
Davidson, also the student exec-
utive vice president, said the vote
took him a long time to analyze at
face value.
“I would tell you this is the first
vote that I really possessed strong
feelings about,” Davidson said. “I
wanted Lou to be president, but
when I looked at it as a trustee to
this university, I felt that we need-
ed to go about it in a different man-
ner.”
Many faculty disagreed with the
process the presidential search
demonstrated. Those opposed
believe a nationwide search should
have been completed. 
Davidson proposed to the
Faculty Senate and the board, a
plan that would have allowed vari-
ous campus constituencies to ask
the search committee questions on
“their feelings of Mr. Hencken and
overall continuing the search
process or not.”
“I just felt we should have made
as many gestures to the campus
community to promote shared gov-
ernance especially on the issue of
our president,” Davidson said.
Many of the board members
voted to end the search based on
search consultant Jim
Appleberry’s report stating the
majority of campus supported
Hencken. 
Appleberry was on campus to
meet with the campus and faculty
Sept. 11 and 12, but the only public
meeting drew an attendance of
five people. 
Biology professor Bud Fischer
said, at the Tuesday Faculty Senate
meeting, the faculty knew about
the meetings only 48 hours before
Appleberry arrived.
“Others within the campus felt
like the community was not prop-
erly analyzed in this manner,”
Davidson said. “I think we could
have made that last gesture. It
would have been an objective
assessment of the campus’ feel-
ings, and it was plausible to do so.”
Although Davidson voted
against the contract offer, he said
he would vote in favor of the con-
tract at the November BOT meet-
ing.
“Overall, I’m happy with Lou
Hencken being our president,” he
said. “I just think everybody from
the board through the faculty, staff
and students just really need to
promote shared governance.”
Davidson voted against Hencken hiring
Bill Davidson
 The only vote against
hiring Hencken came
from Bill Davidson
Out there:
C O N T I N U E D  F R O M  P A G E  1
Gordon also talked about the fact there was a witness
who saw someone on the grassy knoll.  According to this
witness, it looked like the person lit a firecracker and was
clouded completely in smoke on the knoll.  
Gordan said there was a strong possibility a gunman was
there.
The “umbrella man,” the only person in the plaza with an
umbrella in his possession, was seen with his umbrella
open throughout the time of the assassination, pumping it
in the air several times and rotating it. 
Gordan said he was making it look like he was giving sig-
nals to the gunman to open fire and to let him know that
Kennedy wasn’t fatally hit and to fire more shots. The man
was found several years later and told the FBI and the
Warren Commission he had the umbrella to annoy
Kennedy as a protest.  
Gordon, who has lectured on this topic around the coun-
try, talked about what motivated him to give these lectures. 
“It started when the president was assassinated and my
eighth grade study hall was interrupted because of it and I
never got over it,” Gordon said.  “And that probably influ-
enced my decision be a history major in college and to take
further study into this topic into graduate school.  
“I’ve also taken this into the classrooms and have taught
classes on the history of the political assassinations, and
now I have lectured for over 25 years.”
SMOKERS WANTED!!!! What do
you like about smoking? What do
you think about the new laws? We
want to know. Please call Val or
Tom at 581- 7786
__________________________9/29
Reliable help needed for weekly
house cleaning. Weekends pre-
ferred. Call 345-3279 6pm-9pm.
________________________10/02
Part-time chiropractic assistant
position available. No experience
necessary. Must be energetic,
enthusiastic, compassionate,
professional, self- motivated and
must love to serve people. Apply
in person, Gandolfi Chiropractic
Center 2115 S. 18th st. No phone
calls please.
________________________10/2
Movie extras/models needed. No
experience required. Earn up to
$500/$1000 per day. 1-888-820-
0167 
________________________10/3
BOXA NOW HIRING Daytime
Delivery Driver. Must Be Available
10-5 Evening Delivery Drivers
Must Be Available Weekends
(Please Apply Within)
________________________10/3
Customer Service/Sales. Local
office needs to fill several FT/PT
openings. Training provided. 5-40
hours around school/work. All
ages 18+. Call Ranada at 359-
8144. www.workforstudents.com.
________________________10/10
Female models needed for calen-
dar.  NO NUDITY!  Looking for
diversity.  Please contact Kevin at
312-656-2169.  Photo shoot will
be local.  Easy pay.  Decent
Money
________________________10/17
Bartender trainees needed.  $250
a day potential. Local positions.
1-800-293-3985 ext. 539.
________________________10/23
Searching for a job that works
around your class schedule?
Ruffalo Cody in partnership with
Weststaff has immediate long
term customer service /  inside
sales positions available. We
offer: flexible scheduling, a
fun/professional atmosphere,
paid training and competitive
starting salary. Call Now!! 345-
1303 Weststaff eoe m/f/h/v
__________________________00
CALL NOW!!! CONSOLIDATED
MARKET RESPONSE in partner-
ship with WESTAFF is looking for
people just like you to be a part of
our team!!! $7/HR WITH GRADU-
ATED PAY INCREASES Work
around YOUR schedule with our
new flexible hours: 5p-9p; 12p-4p
or 12:30p-9p Business casual
atmosphere Bonus potential
Advancement opportunity Call
today to schedule your personal
interview: 345-1303 
__________________________00
Huge 1 br apt. off Charleston
square. $525/month INCLUDES
HEAT, WATER, TRASH PICKUP,
APPLIANCES. No pets. 345-2617
________________________9/30
JUST NOW AVAILABLE: 2BR
UNF APT WITH STOVE, REFRIG,
MICRO, CEILING FAN/AC,
TRASH PD. 1305 18TH STREET.
$395 MO. PH. 348-7746.
__________________________00
Clean, nice, furnished 2 bdr apt.
available for Jan. 04.
Parking/trash incl., laundry on
premises, locally owned, by EIU
police.  Call 348-0673 leave a
msg.
__________________________00
Efficiency apartment close to
campus with A/C. Males only, no
smoking. $340/month. All utilities
included. 345-3232 days.
__________________________00
SEITSINGER APARTMENTS -
1611 9TH ST. 1 BLOCK EAST OF
OLD MAIN, 1-2 BEDROOM
APARTMENT AVAILABLE 2003-
2004 SCHOOL YEAR. 9 MONTH
INDIVIDUAL LEASE. COMPLETE-
LY FURNISHED PLUS HEAT AND
GARBAGE FURNISHED CALL
345-7136.
__________________________00
BUZZARD STUDENTS.
Lincolnwood Pinetree has large 2
BR apts. available @ 2020 10th.
Call 345.6000 to see!
__________________________00
Renting now for Fall of 2003. 4 BR
houses. Within walking distance
of Eastern. Call 345.2467
__________________________00
2 nice houses, all appliances,
W/D. Available Spring & Fall 2003.
Excellent locations.  345-7530
__________________________00
FALL 03-2 BR FURN APT $235
ea. 10 mo. lease. NO PETS. 345-
5048
__________________________00
ROYAL HEIGHTS APTS: 1509 S.
2nd St. 3 BR furnished apts, low
utilities. New carpet and new fur-
niture. Leasing for Spring 2004
and Fall 2003 semesters. Call
346-3583
__________________________00
Bedroom to rent 3 blocks  from
campus. 128 Polk. $300/month.
Includes all utilities. 1-630-707-
4470
__________________________00
Girl wanted to share 2 bdrm apt.
$260/month trash and water
included. 1111 2nd next to the
park. Call 348-5427
__________________________00
93 Mercury topaz great condition,
new battery/ exhust must sale
$800,000 call 581-5745
________________________10/2
Mazda Miata MX5, Convertible,
5spd., loaded, new condition,
12K miles, $17,000. Call 348-
7938, Charleston.
________________________10/3
84-300zx Datson Auto/V6/ All
power/Alarm/ T-Top/ Voice/ Rare
good condition/ 127,000 miles.
$2,900/  217- 549-0183.
________________________10/3
1994 Dodge Spirt, 4 door, good
condition, a few dents, $1500
OBO, and180,000 miles. Call
(309) 221-6494.
________________________10/7
Roommates wanted,
$295/month. Call Lindsey
348.1479
__________________________00
Roommates for 3 BR furnished
apartments. $290 per person.
1509 S. 2nd. Call 346-3583
__________________________00
Wanted: Sublessor for Atrium
apts. $250/mth, needed by Sept
30th. Call 217-962-0433.
________________________9/30
ATTENTION ALL GRADUATING
SENIORS! If you are interested in
a yearbook of your senior year,
and are not sure how to pick it up,
come to the Student Publications
office, room 1802 Buzzard Hall,
and for only $4 we will mail you a
copy in the Fall when they are
published.  Call 581-2812 for
more information.
__________________________00
THIS THURSDAY AT STUS: MIX
MASTERS DJ SPEEEED 9-11pm,
Dan Morrell 11-12am, and LEE
MICHAELS 12-1am. GET THERE
EARLY TO AVOID LONG LINES.
HIP HOP ALL NIGHT LONG.
www.collegeclubtour.com
________________________10/2
Fraternities-Sororities-Clubs-
Student Groups earn $1000-
$2000 this semester with a
proven campus fundraiser 3 hour
fundraising event. Our free pro-
grams make fundraising easy with
no risks. Fundraising dates are
filling quickly, so get with the pro-
gram! It works. Contact
CampusFundraiser at (888) 923-
3238, or visit www.campus-
fundraiser.com
________________________10/2
ATTENTION FRATERNITIES AND
SORORITIES! SPENCE’S ON
JACKSON AT 722 JACKSON
HAS ALL YOUR COSTUME
PARTY NEEDS! STOP IN TODAY!
TUES- SAT 10:30 AM- 5:00pm
345- 1469.
________________________10/2
Marty’s,  Thursday Eastern’s only
digital karaoke. $1.50 bottles, $2
drinks. Prizes!
________________________10/2
Garage Sale Oct. 3 8am-4pm,
Oct. 4 8am-12pm, 1112
Williamsburg Dr., Charleston
________________________10/3
10,000+ COSTUMES for
Halloween, Theme Parties and
Parades-Reserve yours now!
GRAND BALL 609 Sixth,
Charleston. 345-2617
________________________10/3
Do you know the SIGNS of
ALCOHOL POISIONING? Person
is cold, clammy and pale. Person
breaths slowly and/ or irregularly.
Person is passed out/ semicon-
scious and will not respond to
being yelled at, poked or pinched.
Person vomits and does not wake
up. Roll person on side to prevent
choking on vomit. Get help
IMMEDIATELY. You could save a
life.
________________________10/3
82% of EIU students have not
used marijuana in the last month
(n= 471 EIU students).
________________________10/3
New Balance Running Shoes for
women, medium and wide
widths. Mack Moore Shoes. 305
W. LIncoln. 345-3479
________________________10/3
AVOID THE FLU come to the free
flu shot clinic on Oct. 10 from 1-
4pm in Carman Hall. No appoint-
ments needed. FOR STUDENTS
ONLY.
________________________10/6
Spring Break ‘04 with
StudentCity.com and Maxim
Magazine! Get hooked up with
Free Trips, Cash, and VIP Status
as a Campus Rep! Choose from
15 of the hottest destinations.
Book early for FREE MEALS,
FREE DRINKS and 150% Lowest
Price Guarantee! To reserve
online or view our Photo Gallery,
visit www.studentcity.com or Call
1-888-SPRINGBREAK!
_________________________10/13
#1 SPRING BREAK COMPANY in
Acapulco is now offering 3 desti-
nations! Go Loco in Acapulco,
Party in Vallarta, or get Crazy in
Cabo- all with BIANCHI-ROSSI
TOURS. Book by Oct.31-get
FREE MEALS! Organize a group
and travel for FREE. Call for
details. 800-875-4525 or
www.bianchi-rossi.com
________________________10/31
A “Reality” Spring Break 2004.
Only with Sunsplash Tours.
Featured in the “The Real
Cancun” Movie. Lowest Prices,
Free Meals & Parties before Nov.
6th, 2 Free Trips for Groups.
www.sunsplashtours.com 1-800-
426-7710.
_________________________11/07
WINTER AND SPRING BREAK.
SKI AND BEACH TRIPS ON SALE
NOW!  www.sunchase.com OR
CALL 1-800-SUNCHASE TODAY!
_________________________12/15
LOG HOUSE CONSIGNMENT/
RESALE SHOP: $1 SALE 9-5.
348-8001. GO TO FAIR-
GROUNDS, FOLLOW THE SIGN.
___________________________ 00
Spring Break 2004. Travel with
STS, America’s #1 Student Tour
Operator to Jamaica, Cancun,
Acapulco, Bahamas, and Florida.
Now hiring campus reps. Call for
group discounts.
Information/Reservations 1-800-
648-4849 or www.ststravel.com
________________________12/11
Lost-kitten, 4 months old, male,
orange-stripped, green collar with
bell. 860 7th St. Area. Lost on
9/12. 345-9661.
__________________________10/3
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H E L P  W A N T E D H E L P  W A N T E D F O R  R E N T S U B L E S S O R S A N N O U N C E M E N T S
R O O M M A T E S
C A M P U S  C L I P S
AHS: Meeting tonight at 6pm in the Bowling Alley. Come get an update
and bowl with us!
INTERVARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP: Weekly large group at
7:30 in the Charleston/Mattoon Rm of Union tonight. Ever wonder if all
religions are the same? Come and learn about some religions you may
not be familiar with. We dare you.
The Daily Eastern News
Classified ad form
Name: _________________________________
Address: _______________________________
Phone: _______________ Student: ❏ Yes ❏ No
Dates to run: _________________________________
Ad to read:
30 cents per word first day ad runs. 10 cents per word each consecutive day 
thereafter. 25 cents per word first day for students with valid ID, and 10 cents per word 
each consecutive day afterward. 15 word minimum.
DEADLINE 2 p.m. PREVIOUS DAY – NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous or in bad taste.
F O R  R E N T
Under classification of: __________________________
Expiration code (office use only): _________________
Person accepting ad: ________ Compositor: _______
No. words / days: ________Amount due: $_________
Payment:
Check No._______
A N N O U N C E M E N T S
A N N O U N C E M E N T S
P E R S O N A L S
F O R  S A L E
L O S T &  F O U N D
ACROSS
1Vets
8Suits
15Like some
apartments
16
Recommend
ed safety
limit
17Crumbly
18Swelling
reducers
19Amender
20Free
21Items on a 
46-Down,
perhaps
22Big name in
outdoor grills
24Word inter-
preted by
Daniel
25Getty Center
architect
Richard
27Blazer, e.g.
28
Transplanted,
as a plant
29“Unsung, the
noblest deed
will die” poet
31Buffoonery
33Knocks the
socks off
35Not regular
39Swabber
44Grable’s
“The Dolly
Sisters” co-
star
45Where to
find porters
47Writer
Alexander
48“And
Morning ___
with haste
her lids”:
Emerson
49Like some
number sys-
tems
51Bavarian
river
52Sink
54Go back
56Controlled
57Osgood Hall
Law School
locale
58By and large
59Thus spake
Zarathustra
60Lifts, in a
way
61What Alfred
E. Neuman
has
DOWN
1Many an exit
2Rock singer?
3Like some
restaurants
4Beat the
drum for
5Side in gray
6Set to keep
warm, per-
haps
7Metric meas-
ures
8Earliest
9Old Renault
10Origin of
man
11Nutritive
matter
around a
seed’s
embryo
12Closely con-
nected
13Fan sites
14Some stan-
zas
23Barbershop
request
26Shower
shower?
28Slopes
30Cooler than
cool
32Ad catch-
word
34Numbers of
places
35Recovered 
from a bad
stroke?
36New arrival
on 
a reservation
37Have in
common
with
38Don’t hold
your breath
401979 film
loosely
based on
Janis Joplin’s
life
41Shade close
to plum
42Very poor, in
a way
43Service
aces?
46A round may
be added to
it
49Newbery-
winning
writer Scott
50John X’s
successor
53Land in S.A.
55Norman with
a club
Puzzle by Sherry O. Blackard
ANSWER TO TODAY’S PUZZLE
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SKET
OCTANETRISEWE
TKOSSMOOTHS
STURMYOLKS
ACHOOSNAPNANO
CHEAPSKATESZ
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A
FFREDIALECG
OTTSSTOCKYSKY
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10%OFF
Expires 10/9/2003 *offer not valid with any other discount or offer
217-234-8888
In The CROSS COUNTY MALL in MATTOON
O
ve
r
10
0
Da
ily
 It
em
s! OPEN
7 DAYS
11AM
-9:00PM
Large 1 Topping Pizza
$8.95 + tax
345-3400
Not valid with any other offer
Offer expires October 16, 2003
PH: (217) 348-6237
CELL: (217) 294-0245
Winter Special
Up to 2 gallons Of AntiFreeze
Check Belts, Hoses, etc
Must Present Coupon, Expires 10/16/03O
nly
 $5
9.9
9
Get Your Vehicles Ready
CJ’s AUTO
22 C STREET
CHARLESTON, IL 61920
Fitness Center
24 Hour Access Only $15 a Month
Present this coupon for a 
FREE workout (no obligation)
3rd & Madison • Charleston
Please Call 276-1328
Purchase a 300 min. pack-
age and receive a FREE
bottle of Emerald Bay
*Now through 
October 30th*
A NEW LOOK
655 W Lincoln
Suite 12
348-8123
Keep that summer tan!   !
$1.00 OFF
BUFFET O R
ENTREE
Purchase
Lotion for $20
or More
Receive 5 days
unlimited tans
FREE!!!
TAN LINES
Across from Old Main   ~ 345-5666
Regular, Power, and 
Ultimate Beds
Expires 10-31-03 *Limit One Coupon Per
CITY SCAPES
HAIR SALON
(217) 345-4451
$1.00 off Any Product or Service
HAIRCUT SPECIAL
Valid with Janet or Jennifer
Only $9.95 w/ this coupon
Call 345-5712 (Across from County Market) 1409 “E” St.
Mrs. B’s Teacher Supplies
Clip and save for 15% off any purchase
Mon – Fri 10-6
Sat 10-4
3225 Marshall Ave.
Mattoon
217-235-6323
2 for 1 Green Fees
4 Miles South on 4th St.     348-1611
every Monday through Fall
(cart not included)
BENT TREE GOLF COURSE
*must present this coupon*
T e r r y ’ s  
CLIP & CHIP
Titleist Second Chance ProV1 Golf Balls
$21.00 per dozen
345-6325
807 Madison Ave., Charleston
DEAL WITH NEAL - DEAL WITH NEAL - DEAL WITH NEAL
DEAL WITH NEAL - DEAL WITH NEAL - DEAL WITH NEAL
LUBE OIL & FILTER SPECIAL
Expires 10/18/03
$3OFFChange oil (up to 5 qts)VALVOLINE 10w30Change oil filter
Check all fluid levels
Lubricate fittings
110 5th Street
Charleston
345-6975
Daily 7-5 & Sat. 7-Noon
Haircut and Blowdry
8.99
Near Wal-Mart
Expires November 6, 2003
217-345-0505
~Trim Tone & Tan~
SUNDAYS TAN FOR $3
*New Clients Receive
10% OFF
*must present this coupon
348-5206 All Beds Have Brand New Bulbs!!
W E L C O M E B A C K S T U D E N T S
SO CALL CHINA 88 AND HAVE YOUR ASIAN
CUISINE DELIVERED RIGHT TO YOUR DOOR
348-1232
SUN-THU 11-9, FRI-SAT 11-10
Pick-Up WIndow Open!
ASK ABOUT
OUR
DINNER SPECIALS
Man
who waits for girl to make first move must wait very, very long time.
Business 
a Little 
Unbearable?
i  
i l  
l
advertise 581-2816i  
Tired of relying on other 
people for rides?  Need
money for  transporta-
tion?
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Village Rentals
~Renting for 2004-2005
~Well Maintained
~All houses and 
apartments furnished
~Close to campus
~2-4 bed houses & 1,2,3
bed apts, duplexes avail-
able
Call for an appt.
Are You
still 
wishing on
that Star for
money?
Advertise in
the Den!
(It’s Faster)
Starlight, Starbright, First Star......
THE RUNDOWN (PG13) Daily 5:30, 8:00, 10:15
DUPLEX (PG13) Daily 5:00, 7:20, 9:40
SECONDHAND LIONS (PG) Daily 4:00, 6:45,
9:15
UNDERWORLD (R) Daily 4:15, 7:00, 9:50 
FIGHTING TEMPTATIONS (PG13) Daily 3:45,
6:30, 9:30
COLD CREEK MANOR (R) Daily 4:30, 7:10,
10:00
MATCHSTICK MEN (PG13) Daily 4:45, 
7:30, 10:10
DICKIE ROBERTS:  FORMER CHILD STAR (PG13)
Daily 5:15, 7:45, 10:05  
ONCE UPON A TIME IN MEXICO (R) Daily 7:00
FREAKY FRIDAY (PG) Daily 7:15
Place Your DEN Personal
...because plenty of cute
chicks read it daily!
Seidlitz:
C O N T I N U E D  F R O M  P A G E  1 2
The smile that creeps across Bear
fans’ faces when there is an Abdullah
sighting is priceless.
On the defensive side of the ball, cor-
nerbacks have been struggling for both
teams.
The Bears have watched as R.W.
McQuarters has been burned time and
time again.  Things have gotten so bad
with the cornerback situation in
Chicago that one Tribune columnist is
calling for David Terrell, the disap-
pointing wide-receiver, to get some
playing time at cornerback.
As for the Panthers, the undersized
cornerbacks who lineup against the
opposition have had a tough time too.
Never was this more apparent then
during the Indiana State game when
the five-foot-nine inch Terrance
Sanders was abused by all six-foot-
three inches of Sycamore wide-out
Mike Logan.  
Three pass plays, all of them fade
routes down the sideline, were caught
by Logan for large gains. Logan was
covered well by Sanders all three
times but the height advantage took its
toll.
So that leaves us with two teams that
have problems that are pretty similar.
Right now it comes down to how these
teams respond.
The whole nation saw how the Bears
responded on Monday Night Football.
Eastern fans will see how the Panthers
respond Saturday when the team starts
conference play against Southeast
Missouri State.
By Julie Bourque
S T A F F  W R I T E R
The Panther cross country teams are
rested and ready to compete. With a
weekend off  and two weeks of hard
training, Eastern’s men’s and women’s
runners are expecting some good
results this weekend in Terre Haute,
Ind., at the Indiana State Invitational.
The men’s and women’s teams will be
facing some of the toughest competi-
tion in the nation this weekend. The
men will compete with the Air Force
Academy of Colorado, the 15th-ranked
team in the nation, Butler University,
St. Joseph’s College, Depaw College,
Washington University and Rose-
Hulman College.
The women will compete against the
same crowd with the addition of
Dayton, Ohio State and Southern
Illinois of Carbondale, who won
Eastern’s 2003 Panther Open.
Thus far, the cross country teams
have been focusing on elements of
team building, but the beginning of a
new month will bring a new philosophy
for the runners. This is the time of sea-
son where competing becomes more
important.
“September is a low key month for
us. October is the time to look for some
higher intensity, quality running,”
coach John McInerney said. “This time
of season, we’re putting a little extra
pressure on running well.”
The teams are confident in their abil-
ity to run well. Runners believe  these
past two weeks of practice, and having
the weekend off, will benefit them
greatly.
“I think the weekend break only
makes us better,” said sophomore Zach
Fairfield.“We were able to increase our
mileage and work load, and our legs are
that much faster and minds that much
stronger.
“I think after two weeks training
hard is where your performance is at
its best,” said sophomore Jessica
Peach. “Now we have some good solid
miles, good speed work outs and less
anxiety about competing.”
McInerney believes if the men run to
their capability, they could very likely
give the Air Force Academy an unex-
pected “run for their money.” 
The men are anxiously awaiting the
challenge this brings to them as a team.
“I would really like to see what we
can do as we take the line with Air
Force Academy,”  Fairfield said. “I
would like to see what we can start
doing as a team. We need to feed off of
the competition.”
Of the women, McInerney said, “I
think we’re ready to get a little more
aggressive and compete.”
Senior Nicole Milici, junior Krissy
Peters and sophomore Lizette
Ruvalcaba aren’t yet back and rolling
with the team because of preseason
injuries. Without these key runners,
the women’s team is relying on the
younger women to step up and carry
the load. 
“These younger runners are doing
just fine, and I think we’ll be ready to
run,” McInerney said.
Running as a tight pack of blue is
still a goal for the women’s team. 
“We’re still focusing more on encour-
aging each other to run together, but, at
the same time, we need to keep a look-
out for Indiana State and Southern,”
said junior Amanda Schutte.
Preparation with mental imagery,
tough practices and rest seem to be a
good combination for Eastern’s run-
ners. 
“We are mentally and physically
ready, now we just need to produce
some results,” McInerney said.
The men will begin their race at 10:30
a.m. and the women will follow at 11:15
a.m. Saturday.
 Panthers expecting good results after two weeks of solid practice
Panthers confidence sky
high after recent layoff
C R O S S  C O U N T R Y  
D A I LY  E A S T E R N  N E W S  P H O T O  B Y  S T E P H E N  H A A S  
Sophomore Angie Simone running toward the pack in last Fridays’s Panther Open. Simone
finished ninth in the 5,000 meter event.
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JERRY’S
PIZZA
& PUB
•ALL YOU CAN EAT•
345-2844
Pizza                                         Spaghetti
Salad Bar                              Garlic Bread
Children 10 and under eat for $2.95
Business
Stink?
usin
ess
advertise in the
DEN
ti  i  t
SURPRISE
YOUR
FRIENDS!
Place a
BIRTHDAY
AD
with a
PHOTO & MESSAGE
in the
Daily Eastern
News!
Business 
a little 
sour?
call 581-2816
OPEN
11AM Brat & Fries $2.99
All New Thursday @
Octoberfest
Liennies Octoberfest Craft BrewFeat
uri
ng
$1 Drafts, $5 Pitchers,
and $2 Bottles & Drinks
Karaoke • Lots of Fun and Prizes!
Tonite
Double Drinks
Thursday @ Mother’s
BIG Bottles
l  ri s
&
$1.50 Pints,
SOB,RHS, and
Schnapps
PLUS:
“where size matters”
Ope
n
@ 9
pm DJ Chris
Panthers enter a
league of contenders
 Eastern enters Missouri Valley play on two-game winning streak
By Matt Williams
S P O R T S  E D I T O R
The Missouri Valley
Conference is one of the top men’s
soccer conferences in the nation.
None of that seems to bother any
of the MVC coaches, however,  as
they all welcome the competition
Most MVC teams play tough
competition in their non-confer-
ence schedule and will get more
of the same when conference play
begins Friday.
“This conference is a great
one,” Bradley coach Jim Derose
said. “You could lose every game
in this league and still be a good
team. That’s what the great part
of this league is.”
To give an idea on how tough it
is to win a conference game, only
Western Kentucky (3-5-1), out of
the 10 teams in the conference,
has a losing record to date.
Derose’s Bradley Braves are
currently 5-5 and were nationally
ranked at the beginning of the
season. They have seen the likes
of Notre Dame, Coastal Carolina
and Penn State and Derose is
happy to even be at .500.
“We built it to be one of the top
five schedules in the country,”
Derose said. “It’s probably pretty
fair where we are.”
Bradley opens play against
Vanderbilt at home, a team that
has owned the Braves at Shea
Stadium.
“We have never beaten
Vanderbilt in Peoria to my knowl-
edge,” Derose said. “They have
our number at home. Let’s hope
we can change it this year.”
For Evansville’s first-year
coach Dave Golan, his first MVC
game could be one he wants to
forget. Golan’s Purple Aces get
the privilege of hosting confer-
ence powerhouse Southern
Methodist.
“(Playing at home) is about the
best thing we’ve got,” Golan
joked. “But I think we are pre-
pared for it. We know it’s going to
be our most difficult challenge to
date. We are excited to open up
with the club to beat.”
SMU is ranked No. 6 in the
most recent NSCAA/Adidas soc-
cer poll with a 7-1-1 record. The
Mustangs made it to the third
round of the NCAA Tournament
last season before falling to
Boston College 5-4.
Eastern, however, is coming
off two straight victories and a
week off heading into its first
match against Western Kentucky.
Eastern coach Adam Howarth
said his team can’t wait to get
back to action and prove the
ninth-place preseason ranking
wrong.
“I think the guys are pretty
excited to play some conference
games,” he said. “It’s not going to
be easy and we know that. The
kids have a lot to prove: prove a
point to every team we play.”  
So now it’s time for the war to
begin as teams start to fight for
the eight-team conference tourna-
ment, which begins in early
November.
“It’s a great conference this
year and may be the most com-
petitive we have seen,” Creighton
coach Bob Warming said. “In the
Valley, every game is a war.”
Jack of all trades
By Aaron Seidlitz
STAFF WRITER
Southeast Missouri State’s quarterback
Jack Tomco came into the 2003 season as a
Walter Payton Award candidate. Two games
into the season, Tomco was in danger of los-
ing his position on the team.
Tomco was considered one of the most tal-
ented returning quarterbacks in the Ohio
Valley Conference this season. However, he
almost didn’t get the chance to keep the
starting job on his team when conference
play began.  
The team’s chemistry became an issue as
losses for SEMO started to pile up as the
Indians now sit on a record of 0-5 for the sea-
son. The team also lost its first OVC game of
the year when it was defeated last weekend
41-31 by Samford.
But the Indians’ loss to Samford may have
been the best game they have played all
year.  It certainly was Tomco’s best game of
the season.
After the first few games in which Tomco
wasn’t completing even 50 percent of his
passes and had thrown six interceptions,
SEMO’s coach Tim Billings decided to turn
to his back up quarterback.
Jerome McDowell took control of the
SEMO offense, but did not improve the team
as the Indians lost their next two games
dropping their record to 0-4. 
“I think the situation in which Tomco
struggled did have to do with chemistry,”
SEMO offensive coordinator Russ Martin
said. “We thought we were only going to lose
one receiver but we ended up losing three,
so there’s no doubt that timing was an issue
between Tomco and the new receivers.”
But the team stuck with the two quarter-
backs, with Tomco and McDowell splitting
time calling plays.
This took place until last Saturday when
Tomco took control of the signal calling situ-
ation.  
While playing against Samford, Tomco
regained the skills that made him a Walter
Payton Award candidate at the beginning of
the year. He threw the ball 32 times and
complete 23 of the passes for nearly 300
yards.
Tomco didn’t throw a touchdown in the
high scoring game, but had his team deep in
scoring position often.
“I sure hope the worst is past us with Jack
(Tomco),” Martin said. “It’s a situation
where it took him a little more time than we
thought, but he has come around and I think
his good play is here to stay.”
That is not good news for Eastern, who
heads to SEMO this Saturday. This will be
the Panthers’ first OVC game this year, and
they realize now that a full-strength Jack
Tomco is what they will see this weekend.
“He seems to be over whatever he was
going through earlier this year,” Eastern
coach Bob Spoo said. 
Jack Tomco Career Stats
Yards TD’s-Ints
2002 3,132 29-16
2003 (5 games) 732 1-6
TOTAL(16 games) 3,864 30-22
Men’s Soccer MVC
Schedule
Oct. 3 - Western
Kentucky
Oct. 5 - Vanderbilt
Oct. 10 - at Tulsa 
Oct. 12 - at SMU
Oct. 17 - SMS
Oct. 19 - Evansville
Oct. 24 - at Drake 
Oct. 26 - at
Creighton
Oct. 31 - at
Bradley
 The preseason conference player of the year Jack Tomco will face
the Panthers this Saturday afternoon in Cape Girardeau, Mo. 
M E N ’ S  S O C C E R O V C F O O T B A L L
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Panthers pound SEMO
Eastern looking for three-peat
S E E  S E I D L I T Z Page 10
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D A I LY  E A S T E R N  N E W S  P H O T O  B Y  S T E P H E N  H A A S  
Sophomore Sarah Nedospial serves to start a game. The outside hitter
had two service aces in a 3-1 win over the Otahkians Wednesday night
T H R O W
D O W N
Aaron Seidlitz
S T A F F
W R I T E R
While watching Monday
night football, as the Bears
played the Packers, similarities
between the Bears and Eastern
started springing up in my
mind.
Granted one’s mind does
start to wander when Monday
Night Football turns out to be
such a bummer of a game.
There is only so many times
one can watch Ahman Green
rush through a hole that could
fit three, maybe four men in it.
But the similarities are there
between the two struggling
football clubs. The offenses are
both stalling to the point that
the punter becomes a very cru-
cial part to the offense, and the
term “field position” starts
springing up a little more than
it should.
Also, Eastern’s defense has
been solid, for the most part,
but there have been holes that
have begun to be exposed by
opponents’ offenses.
The first commonality
between the two offenses is the
quarterback situations and the
lack of production from the two
teams’ through the air.
The Bears have settled for
Kordell Stewart at the helm, but
how many times did the
Monday Night Football cameras
lock onto the figure backup
quarterback Rex Grossman
waiting on the sideline with his
trusty clip-board under his
arm?
The mind then starts to won-
der how long it will be before
Grossman’s clip-board will be
replaced with a football, and
Stewart will be the one on the
sideline.
Ask either one of Eastern’s
two quarterbacks and they will
understand what the Bears
quarterbacks are going through
because the Panthers can’t
seem to make a decision on
which one it is going to be the
starter yet either.
Junior Andy Vincent and
sophomore Andrew Harris
have been competing for the
starting job ever since last
year’s quarterback Tony Romo
left town. But neither of the two
new quarterbacks have found
out which one has gained the
confidence of his coaching
staff.
The next position that has
seemed to struggle for both
teams has been running back,
in which big names were sup-
posed to be big time players.
For the Panthers, this was
supposed to be senior Andre
Raymond’s coming out party in
2003 with the departure of for-
mer Eastern running back J.R.
Taylor.  
But Raymond has been
stalled with a gimpy ankle, and
watched the seemingly
unknown red-shirt freshmen
Vincent Webb come out of
nowhere and get playing time
throughout the second half of
the Indiana State game last
Saturday.
At the same time, Anthony
Thomas hasn’t been in the good
graces of any of the the Bears’
upper management since his
rookie year.  
Since then, there has been
more time spent with Adrian
Peterson and the ever-popular
Rabih Abdullah in the backfield.
Eastern and
Bears a little
too similar
 Head coach Steve Ballard says every game will be a challenge.
By Jon Rule
S T A F F  W R I T E R
Parity and the addition of two teams to the
Ohio Valley Conference will highlight the
2003 conference schedule for the Panther
women’s soccer team.
Eastern (4-4-2) hopes to improve on its
performances in non-conference games. The
Panthers also hope to capitalize on the equal-
ity of teams in the OVC.
“We’ve struggled during the pre-confer-
ence schedule, but I would rather go through
it (before the start of the conference sched-
ule), “ head coach Steve Ballard said.
“Anyone in the conference can knock off
anyone. There is a lot of parity in the confer-
ence and in women’s soccer right now.”
The addition of former Atlantic Sun
Conference members Samford and
Jacksonville State to the OVC will increases
the number of teams competing in the con-
ference to seven, and is expected to increase
the level of competition.
“I expect the conference to be tough with
the addition of Samford and Jacksonville
State,” Tennessee-Martin head coach Nathan
Pifer said. “Catching some breaks during the
conference schedule is going to be key to
winning some games.”
Southeast Missouri head coach echoes
sentiments of her fellow OVC coaches when
discussing the addition of  teams to the OVC.
“I think the conference is very strong. The
addition of the two teams is going to be very
good for the conference, in particular the
addition of Samford,” Southeast Missouri
head coach Heather Nelson said.
Coach Nelson and the Otahkians hope to
defend their 2002 undefeated conference
record  and regular season conference
championship. Coach Nelson attributes the
strengths of this years team to several fac-
tors.
“We have a lot of people that contribute,
but, thus far, our team strength has come
from our depth and defensive perform-
ance,” Nelson said.
After defeating SEMO on penalty kicks in
the 2002 OVC tournament final, the
Panther’s expect to face a tough SEMO team
in the 2003 conference schedule. 
“Southeast Missouri has some great play-
ers and coaches,” Ballard said.
The Panther’s performance in the non-
conference schedule is typical of the team in
the early portion of the season, and is usual-
ly corrected during conference play.
“We usually play our best soccer during
the conference season,” Ballard continued.
Jacksonville State hopes to make a good
impression after leaving the Atlantic Sun
Conference. The Gamecocks will enter con-
ference play with an overall record of 5-3-1.
“The OVC has two very dominant teams in
Eastern Illinois and Southeast Missouri, but
there is also a lot of parity in the confer-
ence,” Jacksonville State head coach Lisa
Howe said. “The transition from the Atlantic
Sun Conference to the OVC should not be
that bad for us. Our schedule and travel
(plans) are really going to help us.”
Eastern’s run for a third straight national
tournament appearance will begin Friday
when the Panthers host Morehead State.
D A I LY  E A S T E R N  N E W S  P H O T O  B Y  S T E P H E N  H A A S  
Senior midfielder Lori Stutzman moves the ball up
Lakeside Field during a game against Southwest
Missour i  State Universi ty.
Panther sports calendar
FRIDAY M Soccer vs. W. Kentucky 7 p.m. Lakeside Field
Cross country at Notre Dame Invite 
W Soccer at Morehead State 2:30 p.m.  
SATURDAY Football at SEMO 11:30 a.m.
Volleyball vs. Tenn State 2 p.m. Lantz Arena
W Rugby vs. Penn State 1 p.m.
Michael Gilbert
S P O R T S  R E P O R T E R
On a historic night for junior
Erica Gerth, the Panthers made
her celebration much sweeter with
a four-game victory over Southeast
Missouri State Wednesday night at
Lantz Arena.
Gerth, a junior outside hitter
from El Paso, Ill., became the 12th
player in Panthers history to record
1,000 kills in her career. The kill
came halfway through game two
and helped the Panthers, down one
game at the time, win three straight
to dispose SEMO.
“The mark is nice, but the main
thing is that we won the game and
are playing our best volleyball of
the season right now,” Gerth said.
Gerth is correct. The Panthers
(5-11, 2-1 in the Ohio Valley
Conference) are playing their best
volleyball of the season as they won
their second straight conference
game. 
However, the evening didn’t start
well for the Panthers in game one.
SEMO opened up an early lead and
halted two comeback attempts by
Eastern to win the game 30-19.
Game two was still in doubt until
Gerth turned things around with
two kills in a span of four points to
give eastern a 19-15 lead en route to
a 30-24 victory.
Head coach Brenda Winkeler
said the key to the strong perform-
ance in game two was the ability to
correct mistakes from the first
game and play more relaxed.
“We tried to loosen up and play
tactically,” Winkeler said. “We tried
to do some things like set up blocks
on the inside and stop the back
attack. Two very simple things:
they relaxed and played aggres-
sive.”  
The Panthers impressive play
carried over in game three but
SEMO was up to the task matching
Eastern nearly point for point until
a key substitution by Winkeler
changed the course of the game.
With the Panthers trailing 19-18,
Winkeler called upon setter Leanne
Kreps to add a spark, and the fresh-
man did just that.
Kreps served five straight win-
ners to give the Panthers a four
point advantage and when she did
finally lose her serve, three attack
errors by SEMO and kill down the
middle by Sarah Niedospial gave
the Panthers a 2-1 lead.
“Leanne has showed very early
in the season that she is a very good
leader,” Winkeler said. “She comes
out and she plays very aggressive
and then she pushes other people to
play aggressive.”
In game four, the Panthers took
control early and never looked
back as Eastern closed out SEMO
with a 30-20 win. Niedospial was the
star in finale with eight service
winners including one ace. The
sophomore put the Panthers above
.500 in the OVC with a blistering
serve that led to a service error by
SEMO to end the game.
“Sarah is a good utility player,”
Winkeler said. “She doesn’t do any-
thing that is outstanding, but does
the little things right. She is a
steady player who is always there
for a dig, or a pass or a block.”
Gerth had a game-high 23 kills
and three service aces. After
recording a school record 39 digs
against Austin Peay, Gerth came
back with 17 digs to lead Eastern. 
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“Two very simple
things: they relaxed
and played aggres-
sive.”
—Brenda Winkeler
